SPECIAL AWARDS
Judge: Miss Aimee Holtam

Class A Special Junior D/B No Entries
Class B Special PG D/B (6)
1 McVitty’s Sonnetend Faith - Beautiful young bitch that caught my eye immediately. Well
proportioned head with gentle expression. Balanced through out and in excellent condition.
Moved very well with a steady stride, lovely front movement. I look forward to seeing her
mature and will watch her show career.
2 Bebb-Sutton’s Cochen Calypso - This bitch was very close behind 1 in the class. Stunning
classic head with superb chiselling, ear set and ear length. Lovely eye and expression. In good
coat and condition, I just found her slightly finer than 1 but otherwise a very lovely bitch of
great breed type.
3 Murray’s Nadavin Wallace Res Stone’s Sonnetend Flawless 5 Reece’s Magic Du Kreizker
At Broomeece (Imp Fra)
Class C Special Open D/B (7)
1 Elliott’s Ewtor Excalibur At Portsoy - Have been looking forward to getting my hands on
this mature boy for a while and delighted he did not disappoint. Skull slightly on the broad
side but still possesses the gentle, noble expression. Lovely dark eye and superb long ears.
Excellent lay of shoulder. Very well muscled through out and in outstanding coat and
condition. Moved with a lovely spring in his stride. A happy boy who’s career I will continue
to watch closely.
2 Taylor’s Sh Ch Tayowen Touch of Elegance - This veteran bitch has continued to blossom
with age and continues to mature in true Field Spaniel style. Stunning classic head and
expression with lovely chiselling and dark eye. Good length of muzzle. Ears also of excellent
set and length. Lovely angulation throughout. Very difficult decision between 1 & 2 however
this bitch was carrying a bit too much weight. Moved with drive and elegance. Overall an
excellent bitch.
3 Holgate’s Sh Ch Nadavin Rothesay JW Res Murray’s Sh Ch Nadavin Quinlan VHC
Taylor’s Sh Ch Elgert Take A Bow with Tayowen JW

